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The structural properties of a-Al2O3/Ge, a-Al2O3/In0.5Ga0.5As and a-Al2O3/In0.5Al0.5As/InGaAs interfaces
were investigated by density-functional theory (DFT) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Realistic
a-Al2O3 samples were generated using a hybrid classical-DFT MD ‘‘melt and quench” approach. The inter-
faces were formed by annealing at 700 K/800 K and 1100 K with subsequent cooling and relaxation. The
a-Al2O3/Ge interface demonstrates pronounced interface intermixing and interface bonding exclusively
through Al–O–Ge bonds generating high interface polarity. In contrast, the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface
has no intermixing, Al–As and O–In/Ga bonding, low interface polarity due to nearly compensating inter-
face dipoles, and low substrate deformation. The a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface demonstrated mild intermixing
with some substrate Al atoms being adsorbed into the oxide, mixed Al–As/O and O–Al/In bonding, med-
ium interface polarity, and medium substrate deformation. The simulated results demonstrate strong
correlation to experimental measurements and illustrate the role of weak bonding in generating an
unpinned interface for metal oxide/semiconductor interfaces.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The rapid scaling of complementary metal-oxide–semiconduc-
tor (CMOS) technology requires substituting the traditional gate
oxide, SiO2, with high-j dielectrics, which can maintain the same
capacitance with much lower leakage current. Amorphous alumina
is one of the candidates for such high-j gate oxide materials. It is
widely used for gate dielectrics and tunneling barriers due to its
insulating properties, thermal and chemical stability, and strong
adhesion in hetero-junctions. Ge and InGaAs offer significantly
higher mobility than silicon and are being extensively investigated
for p- and n-channel high-j MOSFETs, respectively [1–3]. InAlAs is
a possible confinement layer in InGaAs MOSFET’s.

Although there are previously reported density-functional the-
ory simulations of high-j oxide–semiconductor interfaces, to our
knowledge, there are only few reports on amorphous oxide bond-
ing [4–9]. Amorphous oxide–semiconductor interfaces are likely to
be superior to crystalline oxide–semiconductor interfaces because
the large differences in unit cell sizes prevent growth of crystalline
oxides on semiconductors without a high density of defects. De-
spite its chemical composition similarity to crystalline phase,
amorphous Al2O3 demonstrates quite different microstructure,
ll rights reserved.
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coordination distribution, and atomistic chemical environment
compared to its crystalline polymorph.

While many previously reported simulations of oxide–semicon-
ductor interfaces were limited to artificially formed structures
relaxed at 0 K, this study employs DFT molecular dynamics
(DFT-MD) at finite temperatures thereby providing the system
with enough freedom to naturally evolve over time into the most
realistic state.
2. Generation of amorphous Al2O3 samples

The realistic amorphous Al2O3 samples matching Ge(1 0 0),
In0.5Ga0.5As and In0.5Al0.5As substrate surface areas were generated
by a hybrid classical-DFT MD ‘‘melt and quench” approach [7,8,10].
The amorphous sample quality was verified via the radial-distribu-
tion function (RDF) main peak positions and full widths at half
maximum (FWHM), average nearest neighbor numbers, nearest
neighbor distributions, calculated neutron scattering static
structural factor, and DFT calculated band gap demonstrating good
correlation to simulated and experimental reference properties
[11–13]. The generation of a-Al2O3 for the Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) surface
cross-sectional area was described in detail elsewhere [8,10].

A separate a-Al2O3 sample was generated with DFT-MD to
match the InGaAs and InAlAs substrate surface area. This a-Al2O3

sample was classically annealed at low (�0.9 g/cm3) density at
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5000 K for 250 ps, rescaled to normal classical a-Al2O3 density of
3.20 g/cm3 and annealed at 5000 K for 400 ps, linearly cooled to
RT for 100 ps, and thermally equilibrated at RT for 120 ps, demon-
strating properties very close to a published reference classical
sample [11].

Amorphous Al2O3 can be stable over a wide range of densities.
Experimental measurements report stable amorphous Al2O3 struc-
tures with a 3.05–3.40 g/cm3 density range [14,15], while classical
and DFT computer simulations demonstrate successful generation
at 3.0–3.3 g/cm3 [11,13,16]. The classical density of the a-Al2O3

sample in this study was chosen to be consistent with previous
classical simulations of a-Al2O3 that correlated well with experi-
mental properties [11,12]. The selected classical a-Al2O3 sample
was rescaled to equilibrium DFT density of 3.26 g/cm3, DFT an-
nealed at 1400 K for 1000 fs, linearly cooled to 0 K for 200 fs and
relaxed below 0.01 eV/Å force tolerance level. The ratio of the clas-
sical and DFT a-Al2O3 density was determined by DFT annealing of
a separate classical a-Al2O3 sample and relaxation at variable vol-
ume. Table 1 presents coordination distribution of our classically
annealed sample for InGaAs and InAlAs substrates vs. reference
classical sample distribution demonstrating excellent correlation
[11]. The bulk a-Al2O3 sample for InAlAs/InGaAs substrate demon-
strates defect-free bandgap of �3.7 eV, agreeing well with a band-
gap of 3.8 eV for our bulk a-Al2O3 sample made for Ge substrate
size [8], and the previously reported value of 3.77 eV [13].
3. Substrates

The 64-atom Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) substrate was formed from a
2 � 2 � 2 Ge supercell with the DFT optimized lattice constant.
The bottom three layers were fixed in the bulk positions and pas-
sivated by H atoms. The rest of the slab was relaxed below the
0.01 eV/Å force tolerance level to form the Ge(1 0 0) (2 � 1) surface
reconstruction with a �11.58 � 11.58 � 10.4 Å slab size.

The In0.5Ga0.5As substrate was relaxed forming a 4 � 2 surface
reconstruction with the 3 bottom atomic layers fixed in their bulk
positions. The bottom layer As atoms were passivated by H atoms
with fractional 3/4 |e| charge to mimic continuous bulk according
to Ref. [17]. The preliminary In0.5Ga0.5As bulk unitcell was formed
from GaAs unitcell by substituting half of Ga atoms by In following
a checkerboard pattern and DFT optimizing the lattice constant of
the alloy to the equilibrium value.

For modeling bonding to In0.5Al0.5As, a heterostructure was
used consisting of 6 bottom layer of In0.5Ga0.5As and 7 top layers
of In0.5Al0.5As. The In0.5Al0.5As bulk unit cell was formed in the
similar manner from GaAs unit cell by substituting half of the Ga
by Al and the other half by In following a checkerboard pattern
with subsequent DFT optimization of the lattice constant. The
DFT optimized lattice constants of the relaxed InAlAs and InGaAs
unitcells differ by 0.3%, and in the stack they share the same
cross-sectional area without creating significant lateral stresses.
For the InAlAs/InGaAs substrate, the bottom As atoms were passiv-
ated by 3/4 |e| H atoms [17].

The DFT calculations of InGaAs and InAlAs bulk samples with
the PBE functional produce DOS curves with zero bandgap for InG-
aAs and a clear band-gap for InAlAs of 0.47 eV. The DFT of the clean
InGaAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) slab shows a bandgap of about 0.4 eV for the
lowest energy 4 � 2 reconstruction. This is the most relevant band-
Table 1
Nearest neighbor distribution of our classical a-Al2O3 sample for InGaAs and InAlAs subst

Nearest neighbor distribution O(2) O(3) O(

Our sample 18% 79% 3%
Ref. [11] 20% 78% 2%
gap for comparison to the oxide/semiconductor interface struc-
tures. The bandgap of the relaxed a-Al2O3/InGaAs(1 0 0) interface
derived from the DOS calculation demonstrates clear non-zero
bandgap and will be discussed later. The InGaAs and InAlAs band-
gaps can be ‘‘expanded” by applying much more computationally
expensive hybrid functionals, like PBE0 or similar, which add exact
exchange interaction into the model.

To satisfy periodic boundary conditions, the sizes of the DFT an-
nealed and relaxed a-Al2O3 samples perfectly match the DFT opti-
mized Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1), InGaAs, and InAlAs/InGaAs substrate
surface areas.

4. Computational details

Classical MD simulations were performed by a Large-Scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [18], ex-
panded by well-tested empirical potential for Al2O3 [19]. All DFT
simulations were performed with the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation
Package (VASP) [20,21] using projector augmented-wave (PAW)
pseudopotentials (PP) [22,23] and PBE (Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof)
exchange–correlation functional [24,25]. The choice of PBE func-
tional and PAW PP’s was validated by parametrization runs dem-
onstrating good reproducibility of experimental lattice constants,
bulk moduli, and formation energies for bulk crystalline Al2O3,
Al, Ge, GaAs, and InAs.

5. Stack formation and annealing procedure

The DFT annealed a-Al2O3 samples were cleaved in the X–Y
plane parallel to the interface breaking periodic boundary condi-
tions by introducing �12 Å of vacuum over the samples. Since InG-
aAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) and InAlAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) experimental surfaces
have a row-trough structure, the corresponding oxide sample
was cleaved to form a groove of 7.5 Å � 1.7 Å to match the sub-
strate row/trough topography. The cleavage planes of the a-Al2O3

samples for the three substrates were chosen to get a roughly
equal number of aluminum and oxygen atoms on the oxide surface
in contact with the substrates. The corresponding a-Al2O3 sample
was placed on the relaxed Ge, InGaAs, or InAlAs/InGaAs substrates
at a height such that the initial interfacial bond lengths were equal
to approximately 0.5–0.75 of their empirical equilibrium distance.
The dangling bonds on the oxide upper surface were passivated by
H atoms having �12 Å of vacuum to avoid spurious interactions
through periodic boundary conditions. The oxide sample was not
relaxed after surface cleavage prior to stacking on Ge, InGaAs, or
InAlAs/InGaAs in order to provide a chemically reactive surface
with dangling bonds in contact with the substrate, thereby having
closer correlation to real deposition conditions. On average, the ini-
tial interfacial bond lengths were about 0.70–0.75 of the equilib-
rium distance. There were values close to 0.5–0.6 for a few bonds
since the horizontal cut of amorphous sample usually produces a
very non-planar oxide surface topography which creates a corru-
gated interface to the planar parts of semiconductor surface. The
initial interfacial distance was chosen to be on the repulsive rather
than on attractive portion of the potential to prevent the oxide
from relaxing into an oxide/vacuum interface structure on the
fresh-cut surface. By being on the repulsive portion of the poten-
tial, the oxide dangling bonds are preserved which are in contact
rates vs. classical sample of Ref. [11]. Cutoff radius-2.2 A.

4) Al(3) Al(4) Al(5) Al(6)

0.0% 75% 23% 2.0%
0.3% 76% 22% 1.7%
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with the semiconductor surface, mimicking the physics during real
oxide deposition. Furthermore, the initial partial relaxation with a
fixed semiconductor substrate quickly equilibrates the interfacial
bond lengths. In contrast to other published DFT-MD oxide/semi-
conductor studies, stacks were employed with one oxide/semicon-
ductor interface and a vacuum spacer since the supercell model
with two oxide/semiconductor interfaces and no vacuum could
unphysically restrict atomic migration to/from the oxide/semicon-
ductor interface in the thin oxide film (�10 Å). More importantly,
the presence of a vacuum spacer over the oxide provides complete
relaxation of the interfacial oxide–semiconductor height and any
possible residual stresses in the system induced by mutual bond-
ing. To compensate for spurious electric field induced by PBC for
this type of system, a dipole correction was applied [20,21,26].

After initial formation of the a-Al2O3/semiconductor stacks,
they were annealed according to the following general procedure.
Initially, the whole semiconductor substrate was fixed in space
while the oxide was partially relaxed for �20–30 conjugate-gradi-
ent (CG) relaxation steps. The duration of this initial relaxation was
systematically determined by performing longer (�150 CG steps)
relaxation runs, which demonstrated that �20–30 CG steps were
sufficient to reach the optimal interface height, releasing initial
artificial interface stresses and allowing the oxide to conform to
the non-planar reconstructed substrate topography. After the ini-
tial partial relaxation with a frozen semiconductor substrate, the
substrate atoms were unfixed except for the three bottom layers,
and the whole system was annealed at a fixed annealing tempera-
ture for 1000 fs with 1.0 fs timesteps, cooled to 0 K over 200 fs, and
finally relaxed below a 0.05 eV/Å force tolerance level. To investi-
gate the effect of temperature, stacks were annealed at several
temperatures. The lower DFT annealing temperature value
matched typical temperatures for oxide deposition and post-depo-
sition annealing (PDA), and the higher DFT annealing temperature
Fig. 1. a-Al2O3/Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) stacks after final relaxation: (a) annealed at 700 K and (
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of th
value was intended to effectively increase the simulated timescale
through accelerated atomic kinetics. Due to the high computa-
tional cost of performing DFT MD runs (�250 atoms and �2500
CG/MD steps) and the large PBC box size, the initial relaxation,
annealing, cooling and final relaxation were performed with a 2
K-point irreducible set. After the final relaxation, the K-point set
was expanded to 3 � 3 � 1 (for a-Al2O3/Ge) or 2 � 4 � 1 (for
a-Al2O3/InGaAs and a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs), and the system was
refined by another relaxation run. Although expansion of the
K-point set had no visible effect on the system geometry and
required only �30–50 CG steps to relax below the 0.05 eV/Å force
tolerance level, it could improve the electronic structure.
6. Results and discussion

6.1. Bonding structure

The a-Al2O3/Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) interface was annealed at 700 K
and 1100 K. In both cases, the interfaces demonstrate very pro-
nounced chemical segregation with oxygen atoms migrating to
the semiconductor interface and Al atoms migrating into the bulk
oxide resulting in interfacial bonding exclusively through Al–O–Ge
bonds with no or very few O–Al–Ge bonds (Fig. 1) [7]. Increasing
the interfacial DFT annealing temperature from 700 K to 1100 K
had no effect on the interface chemical migration. The interface
segregation was very fast, occurring during the first �100 fs (10%
of the whole annealing time), proving that the DFT timescale is
sufficient to observe this phenomenon (Fig. 1). The oxygen
enrichment of a-Al2O3/Ge interface was very similar to an oxygen
enrichment of a vacuum/a-Al2O3 interface [8,16,27,28].

The a-Al2O3/In0.5Ga0.5As(1 0 0)-4 � 2 interfaces were annealed
at 800 K both in the one-interface (Fig. 2) and the two-interface
b) annealed at 1100 K. Ge-green, Al-blue, O-red, H-white. (For interpretation of the
is article.)



Fig. 2. a-Al2O3/InGaAs one-interface stack after final relaxation. Annealing tem-
perature is 800 K.

Fig. 3. a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stack after final relaxation.
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designs (EPAPS Fig. 1). The systems for both designs demonstrated
similar interface bonding structures formed by polar As–Al bonds
and In/Ga–O bonds of opposite dipole direction and demonstrated
the absence of O–As bonds.

The a-Al2O3/InGaAs stack (Fig. 2) had several dangling bonds
(unpassivated states) at the a-Al2O3/vacuum interface (upper oxide
surface), which formed states in the band gap region of the total
DOS. The pinning states were localized at the under-coordinated
Al atoms having two bonds to O’s and one to H. In amorphous bulk
a-Al2O3 oxide, Al has predominantly 4 bonds to O. It is noted that
the electronic structure of the vacuum/oxide interface is not
important in practical device since the oxide would have a gate
metal on the top surface. To fix the problem of Al under-coordina-
tion at the oxide/vacuum interface, 8 OH groups have been added
so that every Al at the oxide/vacuum interface was bonded to at
least 4 O atoms. To avoid significant interface deformation, these
8 OH groups have been added in two steps: 4 OH’s were added
and the whole system was relaxed, then 4 more OH’s were added,
and the whole system was relaxed. This led to a-Al2O3/InGaAs
interface without significant changes in interfacial geometry, but
passivated the upper oxide–vacuum interface.

The high-temperature (1100 K) annealing of the a-Al2O3/In0.5-

Ga0.5As interface of the one-interface design resulted in complete
interface delamination indicating generally weak oxide–semicon-
ductor interfacial bonding. This delamination led to a complete
breaking of oxide–semiconductor bonds, physical separation of
oxide and semiconductor slabs with no signs of intermixing, and
partial relaxation of oxide/vacuum and semiconductor/vacuum
interfaces making them more chemically-passive. The bonding be-
tween the oxide and the semiconductor is a weak covalent bonding
so any stresses at high temperature can induce an irreversible
delamination in the relatively small simulation box with periodic
boundary conditions employed in these studies. It is noted that this
would not occur in real experimental systems with much bigger
system sizes containing step-edges.

Three typical causes of midgap states are As–O bond formation,
interface intermixing, and disruption of the substrate lattice to
form new dangling bonds [29]; the DFT model of the ideal
a-Al2O3/In0.5Ga0.5As(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) interface (Fig. 2) shows the
absence of all three of these phenomena.

The a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface of the a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stack
demonstrates a low density of Al–O, Al–As, and O–In bonds with
moderately compensating bond-dipoles (Fig. 3). During annealing,
a few Al atoms are pulled out of InAlAs into the oxide forming
single Al–In bonds, which look like irregularities and are a direct
result of the interface intermixing.

6.2. Substrate deformation

The interface intermixing and deformation can have significant
adverse effects on interface physical and electrical properties, such
as decreasing of carrier mobility, creation of midgap states which
pin the interface, and formation of interfacial layer. To quantify
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layer-by-layer substrate deformation in the annealed–cooled–re-
laxed oxide/semiconductor stack, we use the following norm:
D�Ri ¼ 1

Ni

P
j

�Rj � �R0j

�
�

�
�, where Ni is the number of atoms in horizontal

layer i, �Rj and �R0j are coordinates of atom j belonging to the hori-
zontal layer i after the interface relaxation and in the initial relaxed
clean substrate slab, while index j goes along every substrate atom
in horizontal layer i.

The a-Al2O3/Ge interface demonstrates significant intermixing
and substrate deformation for both annealing temperatures
(700 K and 1100 K). The distortion of the Ge surface by a-Al2O3 cre-
ates vacancies which facilitate O interdiffusion. For the 700 K an-
nealed a-Al2O3/Ge interface, the average substrate deviations
quantified by layer-by-layer norm D�Ri are 2.4 Å, 1.3 Å, 0.9 Å and
0.2 Å for the Ge layers starting with the uppermost and down into
the Ge bulk (EPAPS Fig. 2). The Ge slabs used in these models have
8 atoms per layer. The three bottom Ge layers demonstrate zero
deviation since they are fixed in the bulk locations. The corre-
sponding Ge deviations for the 1000 K annealed interface are
1.5 Å, 1.7 Å, 1.2 Å, and 0.5 Å (EPAPS Fig. 2). The increasing of
annealing temperature leads to substantially greater deformation
in Ge substrate (Fig. 1a and b) and micro-cavity formation in a-
Al2O3 oxide.

The a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface demonstrates practically no inter-
mixing both for one-interface (Fig. 2) and two-interface models
(Fig. 1 EPAPS). There are only small displacements of InGaAs inter-
face atoms and low InGaAs lattice distortion relative to the atomic
positions in the InGaAs prior to oxide bonding (Fig. 2). For the one-
interface a-Al2O3/InGaAs design (Fig. 2), the average deviations per
layer are 0.56 Å, 0.56 Å, 0.19 Å, and 0.09 Å starting with the upper-
most row half-layer and moving layer-by-layer down into the
InGaAs bulk. There is no deviation of the substrate bottom three
layers since they are fixed in bulk positions. The deviations for
InGaAs surface layers in the 800 K annealed a-Al2O3/InGaAs stack
are much less (2� to 5�) than for Ge layers in the 700 K annealed
a-Al2O3/Ge interfaces indicating that the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface
produces much less substrate distortion than a-Al2O3/Ge (EPAPS
Fig. 2).

The a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface of the a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stack
demonstrates medium intermixing with an Al atom pulled from
the InAlAs row into the oxide creating a metal–metal Al–In bond
(Fig. 3). The deformation estimated as average deviation per layer
by metric D�Ri gives 1.04 Å, 0.44 Å, 0.19 Å, and 0.12 Å starting with
the uppermost row half-layer and moving layer-by-layer down
into the InAlAs bulk (EPAPS Fig. 2).

Comparative analysis of the substrate deformation in interface
region for all three oxide–semiconductor systems (Figs. 1–3)
clearly indicates that the largest deformation and intermixing are
found in a-Al2O3/Ge interfaces (both for 700 K and 1100 K). The
a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface demonstrates medium deformation and
intermixing, while a-Al2O3/InGaAs has lowest interface deforma-
tion and practically no intermixing (EPAPS Fig. 2). The fact that
a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface has generally weak interface bonding,
no intermixing and very limited deformation at 800 K annealing
temperature indicates that a-Al2O3/InGaAs is the most promising
interface among the three investigated.

6.3. Bader charge analysis

Interfacial bonding can result in a strong interface polarity,
which is undesirable since significant charge transfer can have a
negative impact on device performance. To quantify this effect, a
Bader charge analysis was performed [30,31]. For the a-Al2O3/Ge
interfaces annealed at 700 K and 1100 K, the Bader charge analysis
indicates that the Ge atoms bonded to O lose, on average, about
0.7–1.0 |e| of atomic charge relative to the clean Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1)
surface (Fig. 1). For comparison to XPS data, the Bader charge of
the interfacial atoms relative to bulk semiconductor and oxide
atoms were calculated. The Bader charge of interface Ge atoms
with respect to the bulk Ge atoms shows mild Bader charge deple-
tion of 0.3–0.7 |e|. The analysis of oxide atoms at the interface
shows that relative to the oxide bulk atoms, the O atoms bonded
to Ge are depleted by 0.15–0.30 |e|, while Al atoms bonded to
interface O have near bulk Bader charge values. The total charge
transfer from the Ge substrate into the a-Al2O3 bulk through the
semiconductor/oxide interface was calculated from the total Bader
atomic charge summed up over all Ge atoms and bottom passivat-
ing H’s in the a-Al2O3/Ge system and comparing it with the same
total charge summed up over the clean vacuum/semiconductor
Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) slab with bottom passivating H atoms. This total
charge transfer analysis demonstrated that the 700 K annealed
interface depleted the Ge substrate by 9.23 |e| of charge, corre-
sponding to a normalized charge transfer of �6.88 � 10�2 |e|/Å2

(Fig. 1a). The 1100 K annealed a-Al2O3/Ge interface depleted the
Ge substrate of 9.12 |e| resulting in �6.80 � 10�2 |e|/Å2 of normal-
ized charge transfer (Fig. 1b).

The Bader charge analysis for the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface
(Fig. 2) indicated that relative to the clean In0.5Ga0.5As(1 0 0)-
(4 � 2) surface atoms, the As atoms bonded to Al gained �0.4 |e|,
the In and Ga bonded to one O atom lost �0.3 |e|, while In bonded
to two O atoms lost �0.7 |e|. These results show weakly polar bond
formation and no ionic bonding. Relative to bulk atoms, the As
bonded to Al have excessive charge of �0.26 |e|, the In bonded to
one O atom are depleted by �0.18 |e|, the In bonded to two O’s
are depleted by �0.40 |e|, and the Ga bonded to one O are depleted
by�0.08 |e|. Interfacial semiconductor atoms in an unpinned inter-
face should have near bulk-like charge. The analysis of the inter-
face oxide atoms indicates that O bonded to In or Ga is depleted
by 0.12–0.17 |e| and Al bonded to As has a mild Bader charge gain
of 0.0–0.2 |e| versus O and Al atoms in bulk a-Al2O3. The interfacial
O, an electron acceptor, is depleted of electrons relative to bulk
oxide because the O–Al bonds are switched to O–In/Ga bonds, so
oxygen switches to bonding to a more electronegative (less elec-
tropositive) atom. Conversely, Al, an electron donor, gains elec-
trons because the Al–O bonds are switched to Al–As bonds, so Al
switches to bonding to a less electronegative atom. The quantita-
tive analysis of the total charge transfer through a-Al2O3/InGaAs
interface indicated that after stacking to a-Al2O3 the InGaAs slab
was depleted by �1.23 |e| with limited �8.6 � 10�3 |e|/Å2 of nor-
malized charge transfer consistent with a good interface for micro-
electronics applications.

The Bader charge analysis for a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface of the a-
Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stack (Fig. 3) indicated that relative to the
clean In0.5Al0.5As(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) surface atoms, the As atoms
bonded to oxide Al gained �0.8 |e|, the In atoms bonded to single
oxide Al gained �0.3 |e|, and the In atoms bonded to single O lost
�0.06–0.09 |e|. The semiconductor Al atoms bonded to single O
lost �0.4–1.1 |e|, while the substrate Al atom pulled into the oxide
and bonded to two O atoms and one In lost �0.2 |e|. Relative to In-
AlAs bulk atoms, the semiconductor Al bonded to O are depleted by
�0.02–0.20 |e|, the In atoms bonded to oxide Al or O gain �0.3 |e|
(in bulk In is bonded to four As), and As atoms bonded to oxide Al
gain �0.0–0.3 |e|. The oxide Bader charge analysis shows that
interface O atoms differ by �0.11–0.0 |e| and oxide Al by +0.1 |e|
Bader charges from in-bulk oxide atoms. The total charge transfer
analysis demonstrates that the a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface depletes
the InAlAs/InGaAs substrate by �1.55 |e| of charge corresponding
to a normalized charge transfer of �1.08 � 10�2 |e|/Å2 (Fig. 3). This
medium interfacial charge transfer would lead to interface dipole
creation and a negative effect on the a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface per-
formance in a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stacks. It is noted that the small
changes in Bader charge even for the substrate atoms pulled into
the bulk indicated that XPS chemical shifts cannot always be used
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to determine the extent of interface intermixing of amorphous
oxide/compound semiconductor interfaces.

The comparative analysis of all three investigated interfaces
indicates that the a-Al2O3/InGaAs demonstrates the lowest abso-
lute charge transfer through the interface (�8.6�10�3 |e|/Å2),
while a-Al2O3/Ge (700 K, 1100 K) interfaces have around �8 times
higher absolute values of �6.8 � 10�2, and the charge transfer
through the a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface is �1.08 � 10�2 |e|/Å2 or
�1.3 times higher in absolute value than in a-Al2O3/InGaAs.

6.4. Coordination analysis

The interfacial coordination number distribution has a signifi-
cant impact on electronic properties and interface performance
in microelectronic devices. For example, changes in coordination
number can generate partially filled dangling bonds which pin
the Fermi level. To understand how the semiconductor and a-
Al2O3 oxide structures are altered by mutual bonding, the changes
in semiconductor and a-Al2O3 surface coordinations were investi-
gated and compared for the a-Al2O3/Ge, a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs
and a-Al2O3/InGaAs interfaces. In computer simulations, the ‘‘coor-
dination” value is determined by the number of nearest neighbors
within a certain cutoff radius; this can create small difference in
coordination number distributions in comparison with a direct
imaging of electron density. The coordination numbers were deter-
mined using bond building algorithms implemented in Accelrys
Materials Studio based on large database of atomic configurations,
and, in addition, they were verified by using empirical atomic radii
values, evaluating bond cutoff as Rcut ¼ k � ðR1 þ R2Þ, ðk ¼ 1:1Þ. Be-
low, the coordination numbers of the surface atoms at the vaccum/
a-Al2O3, vacuum/semiconductor, and a-Al2O3/semiconductor inter-
faces are compared.

The stacking of a-Al2O3 onto Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) reconstruction
(Fig. 1) significantly perturbs the Ge substrate coordination distri-
bution. For the 700 K annealing case (Fig. 1a), Ge atom coordina-
tion switches from 100% 3-fold coordination at the vacuum
interface to 45% 3- and 4-fold coordination and 10% 2-fold coordi-
nation. A few Ge atoms are pulled out of the substrate and are
bonded only to O atoms resulting in 2-fold coordinated Ge atoms.
Ge atoms which do not form bonds to the oxide preserve the origi-
nal 3-fold coordination. The high-temperature annealed interface
(1100 K, Fig. 1b) has only minor deviations in coordination distri-
bution of Ge in comparison with the 700 K annealed case
(Fig. 1a) leading to an equal partition of 3- and 4-coordinated Ge
atoms with no 2-fold coordinated ones. The largest changes in
coordination are consistent with strong a-Al2O3/Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1)
bonding and intermixing.

The In0.5Ga0.5As(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) vacuum/semiconductor interface
has a row and trough structure with different atomic coordina-
tions. The row coordination is 3-fold As, 2-fold In, and 2-fold Ga
atoms. After stacking to a-Al2O3, 75% of As atoms in the row pre-
serve 3-fold coordination while 25% switch to 4-fold coordination.
The Ga atoms in the row preserve 2-fold coordination after stack-
ing, while the In increase coordination from 2- to 4-fold. The Ga
atoms in the trough have 3-fold coordination for the vacuum/InG-
aAs interface and preserve it after stacking to a-Al2O3, while In
switches from 3-fold coordination (for the vacuum/semiconductor
interface) to the 4-fold coordination for the oxide/semiconductor
interface. The small changes in coordination are consistent with
very weak a-Al2O3/In0.5Ga0.5As(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) bonding.

The In0.5Al0.5As(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) vacuum/semiconductor interface
has a row and trough structure with different atomic coordina-
tions. The row coordination is 3-fold As, 2-fold In, and 2-fold coor-
dinated Al atoms. After stacking to a-Al2O3, 75% of As atoms in the
row preserve 3-fold coordination while the remaining 25% get 2-
fold coordination. After bonding to oxide, the Al atoms in the
row increase their coordination from 2- to 4-fold, while In atoms
increase their coordination from 2- to 3-fold. For the vacuum/InA-
lAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) interface, the Al atoms in a trough have 3-coordi-
nation, and the stacking to a-Al2O3 increases it to equally
partitioned 3- and 4-fold coordination, while In switches from 3-
fold coordination to the equally partitioned 3- and 4-fold coordina-
tion for the oxide/semiconductor interface. The large changes in
coordination are consistent with strong a-Al2O3/In0.5Al0.5As(1 0 0)-
(4 � 2) bonding and intermixing.

The effect of oxide bonding was described on the coordination
of the substrate atoms; below, the effect of substrate bonding on
the coordination of the oxide atoms is described. The coordination
of the interfacial oxide atoms is compared to both bulk oxide coor-
dination and coordination at vacuum/oxide interfaces. Previous
DFT-MD simulations of a-Al2O3 vacuum/oxide interface reported
surface oxygen enrichment with a roughly equal partition of 2-
and 3-coordinated surface oxygen atoms, while the Al atoms
closest to the surface which form bonds to surface O atoms had
�15% of 3-fold, �75% of 4-fold and �10% of 5-fold coordinated
atoms [8].

The oxygen atoms in the a-Al2O3/Ge interface region for both
annealing temperatures have nearly identical total coordination
numbers (i.e. O–Al plus O–Ge) as the oxygen at the vacuum/
oxide a-Al2O3 surface: roughly equal partition of 2- and 3-fold
coordinated oxygens. A few O atoms diffuse into subsurface Ge
to form 2 bonds to Ge atoms breaking Ge–Ge bonds. Since the
Al atoms do not make bonds to the Ge substrate, the Al atoms
closest to the a-Al2O3/Ge interface preserve the same coordina-
tion distribution of subsurface Al atoms as at the a-Al2O3/vac-
uum interface.

Conversely, the stacking of a-Al2O3 to InGaAs (Fig. 2) changes
interface coordination of the oxide atoms resulting in 3-fold coor-
dination for all interface O atoms, while interface Al atoms slightly
lower their coordination to �10% 3-fold and �90% 4-fold coordina-
tion These small changes in Al coordination are considered insig-
nificant because of the small number of atoms in the model
structure. DFT-MD simulations due to their high computational
cost preclude employing large ensembles; therefore, the present
coordination partitions should be considered as estimates. This is
consistent with Al at the semiconductor interface bonding via
substituting an Al–O bond for an Al–As bond while O atoms at
the semiconductor interface bond by forming a new O–In or O–
Ga bond while usually retaining all their O–Al bonds.

Similar to the previous case, the stacking of a-Al2O3 to InA-
lAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) (Fig. 3) changes interface coordination of the
oxide atoms resulting in 3-fold coordination for all interface O
atoms, while interface oxide Al atoms slightly increase their coor-
dination to �80% 4-fold and �20% for 5-fold.

The a-Al2O3/Ge interface demonstrates a bonding model differ-
ent from the a-Al2O3/InAlAs and a-Al2O3/InGaAs interfaces. The
vacuum/a-Al2O3 interface has pronounced oxygen enrichment,
which is preserved in the a-Al2O3/Ge interface, where bonding is
formed exclusively by Al–O–Ge bonds. Conversely, a-Al2O3/InAlAs
and a-Al2O3/InGaAs interfaces do not demonstrate such oxygen
enrichment, having both O and Al bonded to the semiconductor.

6.5. Density of state analysis

To investigate electronic structure of the interfaces, Density of
States (DOS) curves were calculated for the interface regions, semi-
conductor layers below interfaces corresponding to conduction
channels, and clean substrates without oxide (Fig. 4).

For the a-Al2O3/Ge interface (Fig. 1), the standard DFT DOS cal-
culations can not provide detailed information about electronic
structure, since standard DFT due to band gap underestimation
only has a density of states minimum at the Fermi level instead



Fig. 4. Density of states for a-Al2O3/InGaAs and a-Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stacks. The Fermi level is at 0.0 eV.
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of a bandgap for Ge. However, the comparison of calculated DOS
curves for both annealing temperatures (700 K and 1100 K) indi-
cates that formation of interface with a-Al2O3 creates increased
density of states at Ef = 0 in the interface region in comparison with
the clean Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1) substrate. This can indicate that the
interface is pinned due to the interface intermixing, coordination
perturbations and dangling bonds on Ge atoms non-bonded to
the oxide (Fig. 1).

The DOS curves for the clean InGaAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) slab and a-
Al2O3/InGaAs are compared in Fig. 4-a; for a-Al2O3/InGaAs, both
the DOS of the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface and InGaAs channel below
interface are shown. The simulated DFT band gaps for InGaAs are
lower in value than the experimental ones due to the standard
DFT band gap underestimation coming from approximated nature
of exchange interaction. For a-Al2O3/InGaAs, the Fermi level is
positioned in the middle of the band gap region. The DFT-MD
simulations of a-Al2O3/InGaAs stack indicated a weak interface
bonding consistent with both the low density of bonds and the
simulated delamination at 1100 K. The calculated DOS demon-
strates no significant DOS changes near the band gap region nor
electronic structure perturbation after the interface formation. This
result is consistent with the hypothesis than an unpinned inter-
faces can be formed if the interaction between the highly ionic
metal oxide and semiconductor channel is weak similar to obser-
vations for gate oxides on carbon nanotubes [32].

The DOS curves for the clean InAlAs/InGaAs slab and a-Al2O3/In-
AlAs interface are compared in Fig. 4-b; for a-Al2O3/InAlAs, both
the DOS of the a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface and InAlAs channel below
interface are shown. The comparison of the DOS curves for InAlAs
channel and a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface shows that the interface
gains additional states near the bandgap region edges. These states
can be result of interface intermixing; the simulations show that
substrate Al atoms were pulled into the oxide creating In–Al me-
tal–metal bonds (Fig. 3). To investigate these newly created band
gap edge states, the band-decomposed charge density correspond-
ing to the energy interval of �0.2 eV to 0.2 eV (Fig. 4) was visual-
ized in 3D. It confirmed that the states corresponding to this
energy interval are dangling bonds localized on two interfacial As
atoms in InAlAs row which were previously bonded to the sub-
strate Al atom pulled into the oxide. In typical experiments with
much longer annealing timescales, this intermixing would proba-
bly be more extensive. It is noted that this interface is pinned
due to intermixing creating dangling bonds instead of large
changes in the charge state of the interface atoms due to ionic
bonding alone.
6.6. Comparison to experimental data

Direct comparison between DFT-MD simulations of oxide–
semiconductor interfaces and experimental measurements is not
straightforward since computer simulations often consider ideal
cases while experimental measurements introduce deviations
from ideal situation due to sample preparation and oxide growth
processing. In addition, DFT-MD simulations due to their high com-
putational cost usually limit the system size to several hundred
atoms and time-length to several picoseconds. Nevertheless, re-
sults of our DFT-MD simulations demonstrate good correlation to
experimental measurements reproducing major physico-chemical
interface phenomena.

6.6.1. a-Al2O3/Ge(1 0 0)(2 � 1)
Unlike silicon, annealing of high-k/Ge interfaces does not result

in interlayer oxide formation [33,34]; therefore, interlayer oxide
formation on Ge is specific to the oxide deposition technique.
The three common gate oxide deposition methods are (a) atomic
layer deposition (ALD) or metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD); (b) sputter deposition; (c) oxidation of a metal film.
Most studies employed a GeO2 or GeON [35–38] passivation layer.
The effect of a passivation layer on interfacial bonding and elec-
tronic structure between an amorphous oxide and Ge(1 0 0) will
be addressed in a future paper. Due to the thermal instability
and low dielectric constant of GeO2, it is desirable to directly bond
oxide to Ge using either sputter or electron beam deposition tech-
niques [39]. Electron beam oxide deposition is employed for gate
oxide formation on Ge using two methods. (i) An oxide can be di-
rectly evaporated by an electron beam. Nearly all oxides evaporate
incongruently resulting in O2 generation; the O2 can react with Ge
disrupting the lattice. (ii) A thin metal such as Hf or Zr is deposited
at low temperature on Ge and oxidized using ozone [40]. Since the
metal is more reactive to O3 than Ge and metal oxides are reason-
ably good diffusion barriers, this can result in the formation of the
abrupt oxide/Ge interface.

Data from two studies are consistent with the DFT-MD results
for Al2O3/Ge(1 0 0): (1) Malasfsky studied the deposition of Ge on
crystalline Al2O3 [41]. The Ge forms crystalline clusters producing
an interface similar to the one in the DFT-MD studies. For sub-
monolayer coverages, Ge is observed by XPS in the Ge+4 oxidation
state consistent with bonding selectively to oxygen atoms on the
Al2O3 surface consistent with the DFT-MD results. For all cover-
ages, the Al and O peaks are bulk-like consistent with the small
shifts in charge calculated with the DFT-MD simulations. For Ge
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coverages above 2ML, the XPS spectrum consists almost entirely of
Ge in Ge+0 consistent with the small shifts in charge calculated
with the DFT-MD simulations. (2) Bellenger et al. studied the for-
mation of a-Al2O3/Ge using Al evaporation onto Ge(1 0 0) in the
presence of atomic oxygen [42]. TEM images show an amorphous
oxide with an abrupt interface to Ge without an obvious interlayer.
XPS studies show the Al peak is unshifted compared to that from
Al2O3 consistent with the charge changes calculated with DFT-
MD. The Ge XPS spectrum shows a small amount of Ge+2, Ge+3,
and Ge+4 consistent with Ge–O bonds over a region of less than 8
Angstroms. This experimentally observed intermixing is greater
than the experimentally observed intermixing for ZrO2/Ge(1 0 0)-
(2 � 1)[43–45] consistent with the DFT-MD calculations [7,8].
However, Bellinger et al. simultaneously exposed the surface to
Al and O atoms which would tend to place a bit more oxygen at
the interface than oxidation of a Al film so the comparison to
a-ZrO2/Ge interfaces cited above is slightly biased.

6.6.2. a-Al2O3/InAlAs
The literature on the bonding of a-Al2O3 to any aluminum con-

taining semiconductor is sparse. However, Yasuda et al. have per-
formed a comparison of the interfaces for ALD grown a-Al2O3 on
GaAs(1 0 0), In0.53Ga0.47As(1 0 0), In0.52Al0.48As, and Al0.5Ga0.5As
[46]. The samples were wet cleaned in NH3 solution prior to ALD.
The best C–V characteristics (modest frequency dispersion and
low hysteresis) were obtained on the InGaAs samples which have
a small bandgap (0.8 eV). Significantly higher dispersion and hys-
teresis was observed for both GaAs(1 0 0) and In0.52Al0.48As which
have comparable bandgaps (1.4 eV) while almost no capacitance
modulation was observed for Al0.5Ga0.5As which has a large band-
gap (2.0 eV). Yasuda et al. compared the bulk-like and oxide-like
XPS peaks of In, Ga, and As after a-Al2O3 ALD to determine the
amount of residual substrate oxide and the formation of new sub-
strate oxide due to the ALD. They observed that the amount of post
ALD As oxide was 6x greater on InAlAs(1 0 0) than on InGaAs
(1 0 0), but the differences in post ALD In/Ga oxides were modest.
Some of the difference in the amount of In/Ga post ALD oxides be-
tween the InGaAs(1 0 0) and InAlAs(1 0 0) reflects the difference in
preexisting oxide on the surface prior to ALD so it is difficult to
make an precise comparison to the DFT-MD simulation which
assume a clean starting surface. A recent study on HfO2 ALD on
InGaAs vs InAlAs also shows the enhanced intermixing for oxide
on Al containing semiconductors [47]. However, the experimental
data is consistent with the lack of intermixing and nearly bulk-like
interfacial charge states for a-Al2O3/InGaAs(1 0 0) in contrast to
a-Al2O3/InAlAs(1 0 0) for which intermixing is predicted.

6.6.3. a-Al2O3/InGaAs
The bonding structure of a-Al2O3 on In0.2Ga0.8As has been stud-

ied with in situ monochromatic XPS (peak position accuracy
±0.05 eV) for ALD a-Al2O3 to determine the chemical shift with
great accuracy by Milojevic et al. [48]. The samples were wet
cleaned in NH4S, and trimethyl aluminum was employed to reduce
the residual surface oxides; this process (ALD cleanup) is effective
at 300 �C but still leaves some gallium oxides. For XPS of oxide–
semiconductor interfaces, the reference states of the semiconduc-
tor and oxide atoms are the bulk semiconductor and oxide atoms;
for example, InGaAs would be assigned as In+0, Ga+0, and As+0 while
Al2O3 would be assigned as Al+3 and O�2. The TMA reduces the
Ga2O3, but a Ga+1 peak remains consistent with either residual sul-
fur at the interface or Ga–O bonding [49]. The As being in a As+0

state is consistent with the absence of arsenic oxides. The alumi-
num peak is consistent with Al only being in an O–Al–O bonding
environment. In a recent report, Milojevic et al. were able to re-
solve the Ga+1 from GaOx from Ga–S bonding states [50]. They
found that neither Ga+1 from GaOx nor Ga–S are removed by
ALD; conversely, they did find that all arsenic sulfide species are re-
moved by ALD. A related experiment was performed by Aguirre-
Tostado et al. on samples for which atomic hydrogen was em-
ployed to remove native oxides instead the NH4S wet clean [51].
Again a Ga+1 XPS peak was found at the interface was assigned
to Ga–O bonding since no sulfur was present. This remaining Ga–
O at the interface can be ascribed to either residual substrate oxi-
des or bonding between the a-Al2O3 and the substrate. However,
the atomic hydrogen cleaning does deplete the surface of In and
creates As–As bonds so the surface is not exactly comparable to
the one in the present DFT study. However, these experiments
are consistent with the DFT-MD simulations predicting that the
bonding between a-Al2O3 and InGaAs being sufficiently weak that
the As, Al, and O charge states are bulk-like and the Ga is slightly
shifted due to the loss of a partial charge.

The cleanest a-Al2O3/In0.53Ga0.47As(1 0 0) interfaces are pre-
pared by in situ decapping of As2-capped In0.53Ga0.47As(1 0 0) fol-
lowed by a-Al2O3 ALD [52,53]. Using this technique, Kim et al.
have observed a chemically abrupt interface using high resolution
TEM; high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) TEM also showed no
interfacial oxide formation. Angle resolved XPS spectra showed
the complete absence of any chemical shift of the interfacial Ga,
In, and As atoms. It is noted that this XPS spectrometer has lower
resolution than the one employed by Shahrjerdi et al. so a small
chemical shift may still be present [49]. The data are consistent
with the DFT-MD simulations showing that the bonding between
a-Al2O3 and InGaAs(1 0 0) is weak and nearly covalent with chem-
ical shifts of less than one electron for all the interfacial atoms.

The abruptness of an oxide–semiconductor interface can be ob-
served by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Cheng and
Fitzgerald prepared very clean a-Al2O3/GaAs interfaces by using
MOCVD to both grow GaAs and a-Al2O3 in the same chamber
[54]. It is noted that the a-Al2O3 was grown on an As-rich surface
at 370 �C while the DFT simulations are for bonding on the In/Ga
rich InGaAs(1 0 0)-(4 � 2) surface since it is expected to be more
stable in the presence of oxidant. TEM images reveal a completely
abrupt interface, and XPS shows the absence of any arsenic oxides.
Similar TEM results have been observed by Shahrjerdi et al. and by
Hong-Liang for ALD deposited a-Al2O3 on HF cleaned GaAs(1 0 0)
[49,55]. Although the DFT-MD simulation were for a-Al2O3/In0.5-

Ga0.5As(1 0 0) and these experiments were performed on
GaAs(1 0 0), the interfacial chemistry is similar. Furthermore,
Huang et al. reported HRTEM measurements of ALD grown a-
Al2O3 on wet cleaned InGaAs revealing a sharp interface between
the oxide and the semiconductor both for stacks as-deposited
and annealed in nitrogen at 500 �C [56]. In addition, C–V measure-
ments of Al2O3/In0.53Ga0.47As stacks formed by in situ decapping
indicated strong inversion at elevated temperatures, consistent
with an unpinned Al2O3/InGaAs interface [52,53], correlating with
the DFT-MD DOS calculations (Fig. 4).

Transistor device results from Xuan et al. for a-Al2O3/InGaAs
prepared by wet cleaning of the substrate, show very high output
current, low threshold voltages, reasonable subthreshold slopes,
and reasonably low off current for submicron devices [57]. For
In0.65Ga0.35As 400-nm channels enhancement mode devices,
Gm(extrinsic, VDS = 2 V) = 350 mS/mm, VT = 0.4 V, SS = 350 mV/
dec, and Ion(VGS = 4 V)/Ioff(VGS = 0 V) = 150 in source current [57].
Although the subthreshold swing and Ion/Ioff were modest, proba-
bly due to the non-optimized implanted source and drain, the out-
put currents were high and scaled with gate length. Xuan et al.
obtained better results with higher indium content devices [58].
For In0.75Ga0.25As 750-nm channel enhancement mode devices,
Gm(extrinsic) = 430 mS/mm, VT = 0.5 V, SS = 190 mV/dec, and
Ion(VGS = 1 eV)/Ioff(VGS = 0 V)= 106 in source current [58]. Again
the modest subthreshold swing is ascribed to both problems asso-
ciated with the implanted source drains instead of just interface
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traps; therefore, the authors feel there is substantial room for
improvement. Submicron devices had lower subthreshold swings
consistent with this hypothesis, and C�V analysis showed a
Dit = 8 � 1011/cm2-eV using the Terman method [58]. These results
are consistent with a modest density of states at the interface
throughout most of the bandgap as predicted by the DFT DOS pre-
sented in this manuscript (Fig. 4). It is noted that even better de-
vice results might be obtained using decapped samples and
in situ oxide deposition after heterostructure growth since the
studies cited above show wet cleaning leaves some gallium oxi-
des/sulfites which are likely to create some interface states and
UHV MBE deposited oxides on in situ regrown semiconductor sur-
faces have the lowest reported subthreshold swings [59].

6.7. Qualitative comparison of interface bonding

The most general observations from the DFT-MD calculations
are (a) the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface is more stable than the a-
Al2O3/InAlAs interface, (b) the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface has a good
electronic structure, (c) the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface has O–Ga and
O–In and no O–As bonds, and (d) the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface has
less substrate distortion than the a-Al2O3/Ge interface. The first
three observations can readily be rationalized by the strengths of
the oxide and interfacial bonds. The bonds strengths of the oxides
are estimated based on the Gibbs free energy per mole of oxygen
atoms. A similar technique could be used for formation of arsenic
oxide, but its Gibbs free energy is so low, it does not need to be
considered in detail.

1=2GeðsÞ þ 1=3Al2O3ðsÞ ! 1=2GeO2ðsÞ þ 2=3AlðsÞ

4=3In0:5Ga0:5AsðsÞ þ 1=3Al2O3ðsÞ ! 1=3Ga2O3ðsÞ
þ 4=3In0:5Al0:5AsðsÞ

4=3In0:5Ga0:5AsðsÞ þ 1=3Al2O3ðsÞ ! 1=3In2O3ðsÞ
þ 4=3Ga0:5Al0:5AsðsÞ

2=5In0:5Ga0:5AsðsÞ þ 1=3Al2O3ðsÞ ! 1=5As2O5ðsÞ þ 1=5InðsÞ
þ 1=5GaðsÞ þ 2=3AlðsÞ

To simplify the estimate, the thermodynamic values for the
crystalline oxides are used instead of the amorphous ones, and it
is assumed that all III-As semiconductors have the same free en-
ergy. Using these assumptions, the absolute Gibbs free energies
per mole of O atoms are [60].

Al2O3ð527 kJÞ � Ga2O3ð333 kJÞ > In2O3ð277 kJÞ > GeO2ð261 kJÞ
� As2O5ð156 kJÞ

These Gibbs free energies can explain the first three observa-
tions: (a) It is very thermodynamically unfavorable for Al2O3 to ex-
change any internal bonds in order to intermix with InGaAs or Ge,
but intermixing with InAlAs is more likely since Al incorporation
into the oxide does not involve the loss of any Al–O bonds. (b)
Since the internal bonds in Al2O3 are nearly twice as strong as
any interfacial bonds, the bonding between Al2O3 and InGaAs is
weak creating a good interfacial electronic structure. For Al2O3/
Ge, the bonding is also weak, but the dangling bonds on Ge tend
to be half-filled and create midgap states. (c) In the a-Al2O3/InGaAs
interface O is bonded only to Ga and In atoms having no O-As
bonds because the ionic bond strength is much greater for Ga2O3

and In2O3 than for As2O5. (d) The fourth observation, the lower dis-
tortion of the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface vs. the a-Al2O3/Ge interface
cannot be rationalized by thermodynamics. The bonds from oxy-
gen in Al2O3 to Ge are weaker than the bonds from oxygen to In
and Ga. The a-Al2O3/Ge interface has very few or no Al–Ge bonds
while the a-Al2O3/InGaAs interface has weak Al–As bonds. There-
fore, simple thermodynamic trends cannot account for the lower
distortion of the a-Al2O3/InGaAs. However, the kinetics of inter-
mixing is very different for a-Al2O3/InGaAs and a-Al2O3/Ge. For a-
Al2O3/InGaAs, the tri-coordinated surface atoms have nearly filled
or empty dangling bonds since they are III–V atoms while for a-
Al2O3/Ge, the tri-coordinated surface atoms have half-filled dan-
gling bonds. Nearly filled or empty dangling bonds are analogous
to the weakly reactive Lewis bases (NH3) and acids (BH3) while
half-filled dangling bonds are analogous to highly reactive radicals
(NO). Therefore, the distortion at the a-Al2O3/Ge interface is best
explained by the highly reactive Ge surface forming a metastable
bonding structure.
7. Conclusion

A comprehensive simulations of a-Al2O3/Ge, a-Al2O3/InGaAs,
and a-Al2O3/InAlAs interfaces were performed with DFT-MD to
investigate their structural and electronic properties on an atomic
level. It was found that the a-Al2O3/Ge stacks annealed at 700 K
and 1100 K create very rough interfaces with significant intermix-
ing, interface charge transfer/dipoles, and many Ge dangling
bonds. The a-Al2O3/InAlAs interface annealed at 800 K in the a-
Al2O3/InAlAs/InGaAs stack has moderate intermixing with some
Al atoms pulled out from the substrate into the oxide and moder-
ate interface charge transfer/dipole. The a-Al2O3/InGaAs stack an-
nealed at 800 K creates the best interface among the three
investigated, demonstrating no intermixing, very low interface
charge transfer/dipole, and consistent with unpinned Fermi level.
The interface atoms demonstrate Bader charges very close to the
in-bulk values consistent with XPS chemical shift data. From the
simulation results, the best predictor of an unpinned interface be-
tween a highly ionic metal oxide and a compound semiconductor
is weak bonding between the oxide and the semiconductor. In
practice this can only be achieved if the deposition technique does
not perturb the substrate and if the semiconductor surface has few
partially filled dangling bonds since these are far more reactive
than filled or empty dangling bonds.
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